We have introduced a new method of removing noise from images that identifies significant extrema and forces the pixel intensities between any two extrema to change monotonicly. The method has some similarities to wavelet denoising methods we worked with several years ago but is generally more stable and is effective on images with lower SNR's. In this paper the method of monotonic filtering is used to increase the sensitivity in functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies. We have used the increased sensitivity to improve the temporal resolution in fMRI studies by roughly a factor of six. A motor activation study was acquired with single slice 256 x 256 pixel T2* weighted images; six cycles of finger tapping were acquired. Each cycle consisted of five images of rest followed by five images of right hand finger tapping followed by five images of left hand finger tapping. The z-scores were calculated and used as the activation map. The left and right activations were both clearly visible when all six cycles were used in the analysis. However, no definitive activation was seen for anyone cycle. When the original 256 x 256 images were averaged down to 64 x 64 pixel images before calculation of the z-scores,the activations were partially identified. When the original images were filtered using the monotonic noise reduction algorithm, the left activation was clearly visible in three of the six cycles and partially visible in two others. The right activation was partially visible in 4 out of 6 cycles. Optimized noise reduction should improve the results significantly. The ability to use a single cycles is very important in fMRI studies because many stimuli are more difficult to maintain over many cycles and because complex processes such as in cognitive or memory activity do not have simple responses. Copyright © 1998 by WB. Saunders Company N OISE REDUCTION has many applications: eg, as a preprocessing step for many image interpretation algorithms; in segmentation, in contrast enhancement among many others. Noise reduction can be seen as finding the features in the image
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Functional magnetic resonance imaging (tMRI) looks for small changes in blood flow that are produced by mental activity associated with mental tasks. The signal changes are on the order of the noise in MR images. They are generally around 3%.7 Identifying these changes in MR images with comparable noise is a difficult task. The signal can only be found by averaging over many cycles of the task. However, many tasks are difficult to consistently sustain over multiple cycles; e.g., cognitive tasks or other tasks with multiple parts and complex activations. We are using monotonic noise reduction to reduce the number of activation cycles required to identify the region activated.
METHODS

Monotonic Noise Reduction
Monotonic noise reduction's? finds the significant extrema, both the maxima and the minima, and forces monotonic change between the extrema. The procedure is best described in one dimension first and then extended to two dimensions. The significant features are the extrema in a slightly blurred image that are different from adjacent extrema by a user defined minimum value. The selection of the correct extrema is of critical importance. When the significant extrema have been selected, the signal must by definition change monotonically between any pair of adjacent extrema. Monotonic change is forced by using an elegant, simple algorithm for finding the monotonic series of numbers that fits the original series best in the least squares sense.!" The monotonic fit averages large A flow chart of the steps taken to obtain the extrema in all four directions that are used in the monotonic noise reduction algorithm. The image is blurred using a simple Gaussian filter in the Fourier domain to average out small extrema. Then the pixels are reordered into strings that follow the four primary directions and the extrema are selected in each reordered string of numbers. Only extrema that are different from adjacent extrema by more than a threshold are included in the four final sets of extrema. The user selects the width of the Fourier filter and minimum difference between extrema. These two parameters determine how small a feature is rejected as noise or is included in the final image. enough groups of adjacent points in the series to achieve a monotonic progression. It is robust and relatively fast. The resulting monotonic series is not just a fit to a limited set of basis functions. The monotonic series is not bandlimited so edges are not blurred.
The extension to two dimensions is complicated because an extrema in one direction is not necessarily an extrema in another direction. For example, pixels along a ridge will be extrema perpendicular to the ridge but not along the ridge. The method we use is to find the extrema in four directions as in Fig I and filter the image separately in four directions: horizontal, vertical, diagonal upper-left to lower-right, and diagonal lower-left to upper-right. There are four intermediate images formed by first filtering the original image in each of the four primary directions. The intermediate images are then filtered in the direction perpendicular to the first filter direction. Filtering in other directions can be done but produces little change. Once an image has been filtered in two orthogonal directions, it is essentially monotonic in the other directions, too. However, the four intermediate images are all different valid solutions that are essentially monotonic in all four directions. We average the four The fifth image in the motor study after it has been averaged down to a 64 x 64 image. Each pixel is the average of sixteen pixels in the full resolution image. The noise is reduced but the resolution suffers.
to obtain the final filtered image. The procedure is outlined in Fig 2. We have tried a weighted least squares fit of the four to the original image but it is a little more unstable and does not produce a noticeably better image. We have also filtered the image in more than four directions but the most improvement in image quality is obtained in the first four directions so we usually limit ourselves to four directions.
fMRI Protocol
An axial plane four em below the apex of the cranium was imaged. Six cycles of rest and motor activation were obtained. Each cycle of images consisted of five resting images followed by five images taken during tapping of the right hand followed by five images taken during tapping of the left hand. Each gradient echo image was a 256 X 256, 24 em field of view, image with TR of 70 ms and TE of 40 ms. The images were strongly T2* weighted to identify BOLD contrast changes. 
Activation Maps
Simple z-scores for each pixel were used to identified activated regions. The standard deviation of the ninety images was used as a measure of the total variation in signal. To obtain the reference activation maps all six cycles were used to obtain the z-scores. To obtain the signal correlated with right hand finger tapping, the average of the rest and left hand tapping was subtracted from the average of the right hand finger tapping. The activation map for the right hand motor task was the ratio of the signal correlated with right hand finger tapping over the total variation in signal. Similarly, the activation map for the left hand motor task was the ratio of the signal correlated with left hand finger tapping over the total variation in signal. No realignment of the images was done.
Single Cycle Tests
The reference activation maps were obtained with all six task cycles. The reference activation maps were used as the gold standard showing the true regions activated which were taken to be the motor centers. During any single task cycle there could be transient activation in other areas or lack of activation in the regions identified in the reference activation maps. However, the regions shown in the reference activation maps do show the most likely areas activated.
The activation maps for each cycle were calculated and compared to the reference activation maps. The images were processed in two ways to average out noise in the images and help make single cycle activations definitive. First, the images were averaged down from 256 by 256 pixels to 64 by 64 pixels. There are a few pixels in the motor areas but not enough to differentiate the motor centers from other areas in the maps. The averaging reduced noise but also reduced the resolution. Second, the images were processed with monotonic noise reduction. The resolution remained the same as in the original images.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The fifth image of the study is shown in Fig 3 . Figure 7 shows the reference activation maps obtained with all six task cycles. The right and left motor centers are clearly visible. The locations of both motor centers are also in roughly the same locations as in most subjects. The signal that correlates with the activation is around seven times • .
• I A method to optimize the monotonic filter settings is needed to improve the results. The filter settings were set arbitrarily to what produced a Fig 12. The activation maps obtained from the full resolution, monotonically filtered images when only the fifth task cycle was used. The right hand motor task is on the left and the left hand motor activation task is on the right. The left hand activation is clearly visible but again it is more dispersed than in the reference activation maps. The right hand activation is also only visible when compared to Fig 7. -.
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. visually good image. Better results can probably be obtained with optimal filter settings.
CONCLUSIONS
Forcing monotonic change between extrema is a promising noise suppression technique. Edges are not blurred and it works well over a wide range of SNR's. As the SNR drops, features that have less energy than the noise spikes are lost but edges are not blurred. The key to recovering the image accurately is to identify the correct extrema.
We used the monotonic filtering method to reduce the noise in functional magnetic resonance (tMRI) images. It improves the SNR enough to identify motor activations from a single task cycle rather than multiple cycles in some cases. The increased visibility of activated regions is comparable to that obtained by averaging the pixels in the images to reduce the noise. However, the resolution is not degraded when monotonic noise reduction is used as it is when the pixels are averaged. Because monotonic filtering is effective at much lower SNR's than the common wavelet filtering methods, it is particularly useful in tMRI studies where the noise is relatively high.
